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'3 "tYs''is a proposal to study Conmunist China's contemporary foreign behavior patterns.

The purpose of the proposed research is to explain Communist China's system of foreign
relations by resorting to information about her differences and similarities with each
other nation.

The guiding theory of this proposed-study is Rinmel's field theory, which states "the
behavior of one nation toward anothet is a linear transformation of their differences from
each other on their attributes."' Applying this theory, a theoretical model of foreign
behavior decision-making system is formulated. In this model, the objective attributes
distances are related to the final behavior through what shall be called "double subjectiv
modification system"--perceptual framework and behavioral preference systems. First, the
decision makers of China perceive the relative distances of China from all other nations
on various attributes through their own filtering system or unique perceptual framework.
Second, when the Chinese decision makers decide their behavior, the perceived distances
are again modified by their idiosyncratic behavioral preference syuiterls, and then they are
led to the final decisions. Applying this model, the research will be focused on determin
ing China's idiosyncratic systems of both perceptions of attribute distances and behaviora
preferences.

Data will be collected on measures of attribute distances of China front eighty-one
other nations and China's behavior vie-a-vis all these nations for 1955 and 1963. Then,
Chimnas foreign behavior patterns, in terms of perceptual and hehavioral'prefercnce
structures, will be delineated for 1955. The results of the ana].y3is of 1955 will be re-
tested on 1963 data to assess the reliability of the delineated patterns.
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ABSIRACT

This is a proposal to study Communist China's contemporary foreign
behavior patterns. The purpose of the proposed ý:csearc' is to explain
Communist China's system of foreign relations 1y resorting to information
about her differences and sirilarities vrlth each other nation.

The guiding theory of this proposed study is Rummel'3 field theory,
which states "the behavior of one nation toward another is a linear trans-
formation of their differences from each otLier on their attributes."
Applying this theory, a theoretical model of foreign behavior decision-
makingl system is formulateC. In this model, the objecti',e attribute dis-
tances are related to the final behavior through what sht;l be called
"double subjective modification system"--perceptual framework and behavioral
preference systems. First, the decision makers of China perceive the
relative distances of China from all other nations on various attributes
through their own filteriag system or unique perceptual framework. As a
consequence, the same distances may be felt differently, by Chinese decision
makers, from others. Second, when the Chinese decision mal-ers decide their
behavior, the perceived distances are again Liodified by their idiosyncratic
behavioral preference systems, and then they arc led to the final decisions.
Therefore, in this model, China's foreign behavior patterns will be repre-
sented by leadership's unique perceptual framework and behavioral preference
structure. Applying this model, the research will be focused on determining
China's idiosyncratic systems of both percept-ions of attribute distances
and behavioral preferences.

Data will be collected on measures of artrioute distances of China
from eighty-one other nations and China's behavior vis-•-vis all these
nations for 1955 and 1963. Tliýn, China's foreign behavior patterns, in
terms of perceptual and behavioral preference structures, will be delineated
for 1955. The result- of the analysis of 1%55 will be retested on 1963
data to assess the reliaoility of the delineated patterns,

- iii -



COMmUNIST CHINA'S FOREIGN BEUAVIOR:
AN APPLICATION OF FIELD THEORY MODEL II

1. INTRODUCTION

On April 25, 1970, the Hsin-hua News Agenc• reported that the People's

Republic of China launched her first satellite into orbit on the previous

day. The 173 kilogram "Mao's Moon" (so christened by an Italian .ewspaper)

is now broadcasting the Chinese, semi-official, national anthem, "The East

is Red," for 40 seconds, every five minutes, as it passes over the 90

capitals of the world. Launching a small satellite is not an impressive

event in this, the latter part of the twentieth century. Nevertheless, the

satellite's impact on all nations will be great, not only because it implies

Cbina's approaching capability to build and use ICBM's 2 , the formidable

symbol of the super power, but also because it drastically demonstrates

China's technical capability which, without doubt, will affect the patterns

of her foreign behavior.

Even without nuclear weapons, China, with a well-organized, 800

million population, has already become a formidable power whose behavior

has had a strong impact on both her enemies and friends. China :i; no longer

a "sleeping lion" but an "awakening lion." The study of her for:ign behavior

is now one of the most needed in the field of international relations. In

fact, without knowing China's foreign behavior pattern, we can hardly say

anything about world politics or world peace.

1The Chusun llb,, April 26, 1970, p. 1, and April 28, 1970, p. 3.

2 The Chincse have already exploded a missile-type IF-bom•b warhead (the
first nuclear explosion on October 16, 1964). China will possess, at the
latest, within this year at least some lRbMs with a range of 1,000 miles.
See Time, May 11, 1970, pp. 44-7.
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The study proposed here will deal with China's contemporary foreign

behavior toward all other nations in the world. I shall attempt to answer

questions such as: lhat is the basic pattern of China's conflict behavior?

Are there any basic differences in China's behavior toward richer nations

and poorer nations? What is the most important factor that affects her

cooperative behavior with other nations? Is it her historical relations

with other nations or is it the difference in political sytems that account

for the cordial attitude of China toward other nations?

For example, with her new assessment of nuclear technology, will

China's relations with the Soviet Union be ameliorated or deteriorated?

Will the fact that she possesses nuclear weapons affect her policy toward

the United States more than her recently retarded ecoxomic progress? Or,

based on the increasing amount of commercial trade between China and a

certain nation, can we predict that the two will cooperate more intensively

in a regional, non-governmental organization? These are some of the ques-

tions'for which I want to find answers. In brief, wish to find the basic

structure of China's unique patterns of foreign behavior so that I can

explain and predict such behavior.

Then, what approach can we take to determine the basic structure of

China's foreign behavior? Before choosing a tool for this Paterprise, let

us first have a closer look at the problem itself.

A nation's variation In foreign behavior can be analytically decom-

posed into twc portions: one, universal behavioral patterns common across

all nations; two, patterns attributable to that particular nation's idio-

syncratic characteristics. And to know the particular patterns of a nation's

behavior, we need to know the corm,:on universal patterns of nations first,

because the uniquonoss of a nation's behavior is recognizable only when the
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universal behaviural patterns are understood. 3

Common behavioral patterns have their origins in the fundamental

characteristics of a nation. To explain this form of behavior, therefore,

we need not pay attention to the nation's unique attributes. This pattern

is just a reflection of the laws which govern all nations' behavior. For

example, we can easily say that Nepal will not attack China militarily

within the next few years. Our knowledge about the weak military capability

of Nepal leads us to this jLudgment. Thins means that we implicitly apply a

basic law that large discrepancies in military capability discourage the

weaker nation from initiating military attacks against the stronger. This

law is believed to be valid for any pair of nations of the world regardless

of the characteristics of the nations involved. If we could have a set of

universal laws which govern the basic behavior of nations, then we could

explain a great portion of the behavioral variations in nations.

Particular patterns of a nation's behavior can be viewed as deviations

from the universal patterns. This means that the universal behavioral pat-

tern is modified by a nation's idiosyncratic decision making system. For

example, each nation has her own perceptual framework, and when she makes

her foreign polizy decisions, this specific framework may put particular

emphasis on a certain factor among various components which compose ht.r

decision making environment. For instance, we can say that it will be

probable that Egypt will cooperate with Syria in a certain coimon-market-

type economic organization, but no one will think of . similar cooperative

effort between Israel and Egypt. W4hy? We know that mutugl economic neces-

JSue A. Kaplan, 1964, p. 117. He stated, "differences are understood
and explnined only by reference somewhere to similarities: how we conceive
of an individual is the product of generalizations."
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sity and geographic proximity as well as historical amity precipitats

economic cooperation between nations (12t us suppose that it is a universal

lw). In the case of Israel and Egypt, Israel probably has a unique percep-

tual framework which puts special emphasis on their religious difference

(historical antagonism factor) and, as a consequence, this unique decision

making pattern makes her behavior an exception to the universal law of

proximity and mutual necessity in her economic cooperative behavior.

Now the task becomes clear. To understand China's foreign behavior

patterns, first we need to uncover the basic laws of behavior of all nations

that underlie those patterns. Then, with the knowledge of these laws, we

cwn proceed to delineate China's specific patterns of foreign behavior.

How can we uncover the basic laws of the foreign behavior of nations?

Social laws are universal generalizations of :elationships between two or

more phenomena.4 Therefore, social laws cannot be empirically "discovered,"

since empirical observation cannot exhaust all possible relationships and a

universal generalization, therefore, is impossible. Also, a mere summariza-

tion of observational findings does not provide the logical nexus among

5phenomena. Laws must be "formulated." "Guided by his knowledge of observa-

tional data, the scientist has to invent a set of concepts--theoretical con-

4A formal d-finition of social laws may be given as "statements or
equations that will explain or sta~e the form of a relationship betweon terms
in the analytic system." A. Kaplan distinguishes laws from other scientific
statements, calling laws "truly universal nomological generalizations, unre-
stricted as to space and time." (A. Kaplan, 1964, p. 91).

5See Hempel, 1952, p. 19. See also Popper, 1968, p. 27. "... it is
far from obvious, from a logical point of vl_2w, that we are justified in
inferring univer3al statements from singular ones, no matter how numerous;
for any conclusions drawn in this way may always turn out to be false: no
matter how many instances of white swans we may have observed, this docs
not justify the conclusion that all swans are white."
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structs (which will provide the necessary logical nexus between phenomena).," 6

In this sense, laws are products cf the scientist's intuition and, as a

result, there are no absolute laws. Laws remain as laws insofar as they

serve to explain observable phenomena. Therefore, laws are, inevitably,

reflections of the scientist's conception of social reality.

Historically, the reality7 of international relations has been under-

stood in many different ways. For example, ancient Confucianists in China

believed that there e::ists a perfect universal order (tien-li, i.e., Heaven's

will), and actual politics (both domestic and international) are the processes

of the realization of that order.8 Later in Western society, Hegel took a

similar position about the reality of international relations. He believed

that "reason is the substance of the universe ... the design of tile world is

absolutely rational."'9 Hegel thought change and motion (which are supposed

to have a predetermined pattern of themselves) as the only reality and tried

to "identify this reality with the historical process of continuous building

and becoming. ",
1 0

61Zoc. cit.

7 For the usagc of the term, "reality," see Wright, 1955, p. 11. He
states that ';I believe it (reality) is commonly used by scientists, to
designate existence in time and space apart from any observer, assuming
without argument that time and space arL characteristics of a world which
exists apart from any observer."

8 See Lee, 1966, pp. 341-60. The Confucianist concept of the world

was well illustrated in The ChuRg-• one of the Four 5reat Books.

9Hcgel; Phi 2 v of History, Bohn (ed.), pp. 9-13, quoted in Durant,
1953, p. 224.

1'Wright, 1955, p. 10.
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11
If we conceive of the world reality as a planned process as the

Confucianists and Hegel, we need not pay great attention to the outside

environment of a nation in order to explain and predict its foreign

behavior. We need to study history (Hegel) or natural laws through

introspection (Confucianists) to identify the "inevitable progress" of

civilization to explain changes in a nation's foreign behavior as well as

other social and political changes.

Currently for Morgenthau, reality in international relations is "power

politics," which "is governed by-objective laws that have their roots in

human nature (unchangeable), ... statesmen think and act in terms of interest

defined as power."11 2

He assumed that, first, states are entitled to exist, and, second,

to preserve their independent identities, states can rely only upon power to

avoid conquest by their neighbors. Consequently, the struggle of each to be

more powerful than any probable enemy is natural. To-Morgenthau, the reality

of international relations is a struggle of nations for power, and the mechanics

of social equilibrium is the core concept of describing the process of this

struggling reality.13 In thif sense, we can say that Itorgenthau's belief in

power politics is based on his concept of the world as an equilibrium, and

to him international relations is a simple mechanical system, changing along

with the varying power dis•;ribution on each side of the antagonistic groups

. . 14to maintain the balance 1,f power. To him, thercfore, "calculation of the

11Wright classified world views into five kinds; the world as a plan,
the world as an equilibrium, the world as an organization, the world as a
community, and the world as a field. According to this classification, the
above examples of flegel and the Confucianists bulong to 'the world as a plan,'
while Norgcnthau's (see next paragraph) belongs to 'the itorld as an equilibrium.'
For further discussion, see Wright, ibid., p. 485 and p. '88.

1 2 1;orgenthau, 1966, pp. 4-5.

1 3 See NIorgtnth.u, tib*., pp. 162-163.

14 ct.
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aggressive and resisting -ow'er of each and the distances and barriers which

separated them might sufficiently determine the stability of the system ...

and social, moral, and ideological factors might be safely disregarded.'

Departing from these simple mechanistic views of reality in iiterna-

tional relatious, Wright tried to view the world as "a field of conditions,

values, ideals, and attitudes, in contiguous flux ... exerting influence
.16

upon the actions of individuals, associations, and nations." According to

him, the behavior of human beings are conditional to their envirot:iental

situations, and discovering the forms of relations between specific patterns

of environmental conditions and patterns of the actor's behavior is essential

to explain and predict the behavior.

This field concept is the one that is consonant with my concept of a

nation as an organic system composed of systematically related roles played

by human beings, where its foreign behavior is the reflection of the deci-

sions viade by the top decision makers of the nation systemi. And it is likely

that there are laws that specify the forms of relationship between patterns

of decisions (therefore, the behavior) and the patterns of environmental

conditions including the personal psychology of decision makers, the nation's

attributes, and the relative similarities and differences with the other

nations.

17
In thiL proposed study, ýunurel " social fUeld theory Ulodel II will

be adopt.!d as a basic tool to e:;plain L:,2J ?redict China's foreign behavior.

Runn.el's social fiel(' thcory, baEeu on the field co:•cept of world reality,

defines the forms _f relationship betweer the behavior of a nation and her

13 s1'right, 1 p. 4 .

16Wright, p. 499.

17 Thi3 tiecry will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
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environmental conditions in rigorous mathematical functions, stating that,

"[a nation's) behavior [toward another nation] is the consequence of the

total social situation, and this situation formb a field consisting of

social characteristics, or attributes. Behavior is relative ... to the

relative similarities and differences of nations on their attributes ...

behavior is a linear function of the relative location of the two (inter-

acting nations] in the system of attributes ,18or more simply, "the

behavior of one nation toward another is a linear transformation of their

differences from each other on their attributes." 19

As mentioned above, in order to understand China's unique patterns

of foreign behavior, we need to know both the universal theory (a set of

laxs) underlying that behavior and the unique decision making system idio-

syncratic to China which modifies the universal laws. Since Rummel's social

field theory will tell us the basic relations between China's behavior and

her attribute distances, what remains to be done is to define the specific

decisional framework which would cause China's behavioral pattern to deviate

from the universal pattern of the behavior of nations.

Within the context of Rumel's social field theory, the unique devia-

tion of a nation's behavior from the universal patterns is the result of the

actor's particular perceptual and behavioral frawework and is left to be

defined through empirical testing. In reality, we can see that the same

attribute distance is perceived differently by the decision makers of dif-

ferent nations depending upon their unique perceptual framework formulated

through their personal experience,-, including their belief system, educational

background, political value orientation, etc. For example, India may perceive

lvRumiel, l)65, p. 23.

19!Wu:,iel, 1969c, p. 2.
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religious distance fro- other nations to be more significant than other

attribute distances, while China pays little attention to religious dis-

tances. And even if they perceive attribute distances in the same way, the

decision makers of different nations may respond differently depending upon

their unique behavioral framework (or deci3ion criteria). China, for instance,

will probably adopt econouic aid in solving the border disputes with small

nations like Burma instead of military maneuvers, if China's leadership has

a special preference for non-violent solutions, ever though the military

solution may be more favorable. in this case, we may consider that China has

a unique pattern of behavioral choice and these kinds of patterns constitute

a particular behavioral framework of China.

In Rummel's field theory, these perceptual and behavioral frameworks

are mathematically represented by the weighting parameters (constants) of the

20attribute distances and behavior vectors respectively. Methodologically,

then, the aim of my intended research is to determine tne value of these

two parameters of Rummel's model in regard to China by its application to

empirically collected data.

In this proposed study, data will be collected on measures of attribute

distances and China's various behavior toward all nations for 1955 and 1963.

Fifteen variables for attribute distances and thirteen behavioral variables,

have been selected, most of them chosen from the variable list used by the

Dimenirionality of iations Froject. Some variables, however, have been added

to cope with China's unique perception and behavior, such as percentage of

ovetseas Chinese in the counterpart nation's population and Chinese attitude

toward other nations reflected in the Jen-min Jih-Ra2. In this study all

20 For a detailed discussion, see Chapter 3 of this proposal.
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nations are included as objects of China's foreign behavior.

This research prospectus is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, past

studies about Communist China's foreign behavior will be examined with special

emphasis on theories applied to explain Chinese foreigr behavior. In Chapter

3, the model to be applied--Rummel's social field theory Model II--will be

presented and discussed in detail. The discussion will focus on clarifying

the meaning of the fundameptal equation of the theory. Especially, the

difference between the multiple regression model and the canonical regression

model will be scrutinized. Then, finally, in Chapter 4, the research design

will be presented, and variables and data to be used for this study will be

discussed.

2. STUDIES ON COMMUNIST CKINA'S FOREIGN BEHAVICR

In comparison with other areas7of international relations, the study

of China remains neglected and underdeveloped. Considering her extraordinary

size and the importance of her role in the future course of history, we may
I

say that the study of China has been "retarded" in development. A simple

check of the articles reported in several ieading American professional

journals is sufficient to see the symptoms of this retardation.

First, in quantity, the number of articles written about China's

foreign behavior was extrerte0y small compared to other fields and regions.

For example, in World Polltics, a quarterly journal of international rela-

tions in general, out of a total of 748 articles printed in the past twenty-

one years (from Vol. J to Vol. 21), only five articles were related to China's

foreign behavior (a total of 28 artlcles iere about China). The American

Political Science Review .as more extreme. It allocated space for only one

article about China's foreign behavior out of 774 articles contained in the

lnst ti4cnty volumcs (eight articles wcrc about China in general). The Journal

,T.h expression, "retarded," was used by Howard boorman. See Boorman, 1960.
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of Asian Studies is an area-specific professional journal. Even this Asia-

major journal has devoted less than one percent of its space to the study of

Chinese foreign behavior.

Secondly, even among the scarce studies of Communist China's foreign

behavior, most we.e purely descriptive works. Of the nine articles about

China's foreign behavior reported in the four journals examined (a total of

73 volumes), only two could be regarded as theoretical attempts to explain
2

or predict China's foreign behavior patterns. These facts imply that either

there has been relatively few publishable works on China's foreign behavior,

or in general, most ALierican political scientists were not interested in the

topic.

Chalmers Johnson has well captured the current 'state of the art';

"social science analysis has neither staged a 'take-off', nor begun 'the

drive to maturity' ... in fact, in my opinion social science has yet to

achieve 'the preconditions for take-off' from which it can begin to theorize

about China." 
3

The theoretical retardation of China studies can be illustrated in a

number of ways. For example, we have studies of Communist China's military

policy on the bases of the general Communist foreign policy objectives without

any agreement on what the Communist objectives actually are (e.g. Bobrow,

1964). Or without examining the fundamental relationship between the basic

ecological -Ituatiun of a nation and a itation's behavior, some hcve tried to

explain China's foreign behavior ba3ed only upon the top decision-makers

ide'ologlcal attributcs (fang Isou, 1965). As discussed above, a top decision-

2ThesQ two arc Smoker (169) and eobrow (1964). Note that this rumber
rtfers only to the four journals exauiaaed. Recently, many books and articles
have been published. For examople, in 1967 alone, 17 books and 331 articles
were reported in the Bibliography of Asian Studies. This is a worldwide
publication list.

3Johnson, 2965, p. 256.
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maker's political orientation and/or Weltanschauung may formulate a unique

perceptual or behavioral framework which modifies the'basic laws governing.

the relationship between nations, but it alone cannot be a sufficient explana-

tory factor of a nation's foreign behavior. In fact, we may say that Mao's

revolutionary strategy itself has been formulated as a reflection of his

perceived ecological situation of Communist China in past years.

Many reasons for this retardedness have been given. For example,

Dorrill gave the following four: 1) lack of available data, 2) inaccessibility

to China (both physically and through the communication media), 3) language

gap, and 4) socia-politico system different from Western world (Dorrill, 1964).

But the basic reason is more likely the lack of appropriate theories. Up

until now, there have been very few theoretical models applicable to the study

of a nation's external behavior In general.4

This lack of theories, however, is not unique to the study of interna-

tional relations. It is, to some extent, a common problem of the social

sciences in general.

Ooe of the tunctions of theory in the study of international relations,

as in any other field in the social sciences, is the organizing function

(McClelland, 1966, p. 15, and Deutsch, 1966, p. 8). This means, as'McClelland

stated, that "theory orients knowledge by furnishing the means to put the

pieces together." According to Thompson, "theory gives order and meaning to a

mass of phenomena without which it would remain disconnected and unintelligible"

4For taxonomical inventory of the theories in international relations,
sze Phillips (1969). If we classify te'• existing theories by the analytical
tools employed, we have the foliowirg seven kinds of theories (in parentheses,
some examples are given); 1) descriptive statistics (Singer snd Small, 1966:
McClelland, 1967; North, Holsri and Brody, 1967), 2) inferential statistics
(Brody, 1963; Haas, 1965; Zinnes, 1967), 3) probability theory (Richardson,
1960a; Horvath, 1963, 1967), 4) calculus (Richardson, 1960b), 5) topology
(Lewin, 1951; this is a psychological work, but general enough to be applied
in international rolations.), 6) linear algebra-graph theory (11arary, 19613
Brams, 1968), 7) linear algebra-factor analysis (Cattell, 1949; Alkor, 1964;
Rummel, 1'65; Gregg and Lanks, 1965; Tanter, 1966; Russett, A967; Denton and
Phillips, 1968).
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(Thompson, 1955, p. 735). Without theory, therefore, a mere description of a

situation is difficult, since we cannot decide which data are most worth getting.

Social reality is too complex to be described in full detail in all its

aspects. This means that selection is of the essence. Theory "establishes

relative priorities for further inquiries by establishing the criteria of

significance" (MeClelland, 1966, Zoc. cit.). Theory guides us as to what to

look at, and what to describe. Therefore, theory is essential even in the

description of a situation or a phenomenon.

For explanation of a certain behavior, theory is even more essential.

To explain, in a broad sense, means to "make something intelligible or compre-

hensible" and "the aim of explanation is the reconciliation with our intellectual

desires of the perceptions forced on us by the external world of nature" (A.

Kaplan, 1964, p. 330). Then what is the actual process of explanationt Hemlel

and Oppenheim described it in the following way: "an event is explained by sub-

suming it under general laws, v.a., by showing that it occurred in accordance

with those laws, by virtue of the realization of certain antecedent conditions

... the explanation of a general regularity consists in subsuming it under

another, more comprehensive regularity, under a more general law" (Hempel and

Oppenhein, 1948, ch. 15). Therefore, explaining a nation's behavior means to

discover laws governing recurring regularities in observable behavior. And

theory, which includes empirically testable statements of lawlike generaliza-

5
tions, can serve as a guide in seeking the underlying laws of behavior.

For prediction, the function of theory is the saone as for explanation,

since "tha logical structure of a scientijic explanation is identical with that

of v scientific prediction, the only difference between them being the purely

SRudner (1966, p. 10): "A the.ory is a systematically related set of

statements, including some lawlikc gonreralizations, that is empirically
tes table.
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pragmatic one of the temporal vantage point of inquirer.'"6 In the case of an

explanation,ý we are seeking the conditions and a lawlike statement for the

existing event; while in prediction we seek an event on the bases of existing

conditions and a known lawlike statement. Since the theoretical structure of

an explanation and a prediction are identical, "we hava an explanation for an

event if, and only if, we could have predicted it."

If we can agree that the final goal of academic enterprise in interna-

tional relations, as well as in other fields, is to understand and explain

(thus predict) emp rical phenomena or events occurring within the system con-

cerned (Deutsch, 1966, p. 7), then the first thing to be done is to formulate

a theory about the pattern of behavior to be studied. Then we can collect

data (where theoryprovides the selection criteria to sort the data), and with

the data, test the validity of the theory. If the theory is inadequate, it

must be revised. We should then, as Deutsch stated,"re-examine concepts,

methods, and interest and shoulu search for new symbolic models (theories) andi/

or new strategies in selecting the Major targets for the next attack" (Deutsch,

1963, pp. 3-4). Then with revised theory, we should again repeat the above

stages.

If we see the process of social science research in this way, wh!t

stage has the study of Communist China reached at present? Johnson aptly

answered this question, "much of the work already done on Chinese communism

has been in the nature of intelligence-collecting rather thao social science

6Rudner, ?l.., p. 6C. lie viewed the structure of explanation as the
following: "The formal structure of a scientific explanation of some 3pecific
event has three parts: first, a statement E describing the spu-icific event to
be explained; secouu, a set of statc ,ents C1 to Cn describing specific relevant
circumctances that are antecedent to, or otherwise causally correlated with,
the event described by E; third, a set of lawlike statements lo to L , universal
gencrilizations whose import is roughly, 'Vhenever events of tae kind described
by Ci through C11 take Olace, then an event of the kind described by E talts
plcce. '"
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research. This is neither surprising nor bad in itself, but intelligence

compilation is not social science. (The major potential contribution of

social science is its capacity to providc for systemie thinking about the

nature of Chinese Communist society and politics.)

"Without the systematic application of social scieuce hecory to Chinese

data, intelligence will provide only the most superficial aids to understanding

China ... we must have theory-specific studies of Chinese politics (behavior)

in order to use even the data that we now possess and in order to geneate

newer and better theories" (Johnson, 1965, p. 258).

Let us examine briefly an inventory of the past China studies. In the

first section, non-theoretical descriptive studies will be examined and in the

latter section, some theory-oriented studies will be discussed.

2.1 Non-theoretical Studies on Communist China's Foreign Behavior

Among the scarce studies which dealt with China's foreign behavior, most

were non-theoretical. Furthermore, most books and articles were on China's

relations with few particular nations. Levi's "Nepal in World Politics" (1957),

Hinton's China's Relations with Burma and Vietnam (1956), Fairbank's The United

States and Chinri (1958), Leng's Japan and Communist Chila (19,58), and North's

Moscow and Chinese Communist.s (1953) are Come examples.

Though the main sources adopted for explenation differed amsong each of

tle studies (domestic condition, historical relations, China's traditional

expansionism, etc.), onc common thread appared throughout: the emphasis was

on the unique context within which China and a particular nation ought to

behave. These kinds of studies are very helpful for grasping the uniqueness

of the relations between that particular rair of nations. But, considering

that uniqueness can be meaningfully understood only when the common patterns

;:re rccoý:nized, ant this recognition is onl' possible by adopting some theore-
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tical model, a merL description of interactions between the two nations

(China aad the counterpart) does not provide us with a comprehensive picture

of the situation.

Even though the numbers are few, there are some fine works of general

discussion of Commuunist China's foreign behavior as a whole. Barnett's

Communist China and Asia (1960), Hinton's Communist China in World Politics

(1966), Hsieh's Communist China's Strategy in the Nuclear Era (1962), and

Ljvi's Modern China's Foreign Folicy (1953) are examples.

"One obvious characteristic al )ut the above studies was that they did

not formulate or apply any "theory" explicitly and consistently. This lack

of theory made Zhe generalizability of their findings significantly limited,

and the abundant information they gathered could not contribute directly to

succeeding research,

Hinton, for example, clearly stated his antagonism against theory saying

that "I proceed on the basis of no general theory or political action; I find

most such theories vague and pretentious ... Nor do I employ any unique or

complex method based on some such general point of departure. I prefer history

... If there is a master kny, it is context and educated intuition." (1966,

preface viii, underlininq added)

One common characteristic of the explanatory schemata of these non-

theoretical, general studies was that common sense and human intuition served

as the foundation of understanding. They all described in full detail the

contextual situation under which Communist China aecides her foreign behavior,

by using such historically well known concepts as motivation, national goal,

ideology and national power as a working framework. Then implicitly relying

on the reader's intuitive logic, they tried to connect the contextual situation

and China's decisions. In a rough sense, therefore, they also use a crude form

of theory about human behavior (e.g., "under a specific circumstance, all men
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are expected to behave in such ways," etc.), while expressedly denying them.

Hinton, for example, denied theories. Nevertheless, his suggested five

"roots of Communist China's foreign policy" (the traditional superiority com-

plex, historical anti-Western attitude, backwardness in economic and social

development, ideological and political support from the Soviet Union and

Maoism ideology ), with which he explained China's foreign policy were all

based on social scientific theories (e.g. psychological'attitude theory,

economic theory, linkage theory,8 etc.); though these theories were not

explicitly referred to, they were assumed implicitly.

In general, the problems of non-theoretical studies can be summarized

into two kinds. First, without theorcical construct-on, the generalizability

of the explanation is reduced. Without a bridge of common theory, we cannot

apply the findings generated from one study to another. Furthermore, without

theory, we cannot compare the result of one study with those of other similar

studies, since we do not have any common frame.

Second, without theory, we cannot "explain" and "predict" behavior

scientifically, since the logical structure of explanation presupposes a theory.

Besides theory, we have some other explanatory schem~s like the metaphor and

the analogy. Metaphors, for example, are important aids for explanation, since

it may make t',e reader have the experience of "understanding." But a 'meta-

phorical model cannot be expected to yield logically compelling theorems which

are translatable into predictlon" (Rapoport, 195&, p. 51).

7Hinton (1966), Fart Cne, section 1, pp. 3-22.

1A linkage theory is a theory that postulates tne form of relationship
between domestic poiitical process of a nation and her outside environmental
or political phenomena. Since the time when Rosenau suggested the necessity
of developing linkage theories in 1966, there have been several attempts to
develop theories wihiin the conceptual framework of the linkage idea, but any
rigorous theory has not yet been developed. For the conceptual framework of
the linkage theory, see Rosenat, 1969, Chapter i, and for the examples of
theorizing attempts, see Chapters 4-12 of the book.
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2.2 Theoretical Studies on Communist China's Foreign Behavior

Recently (since 1960), theoretical studies about China's foreign

behavior began to. appear either as a part of a global study, or as an indepen-

dent one. But again most deal with China's behavior toward one or a few

particular nations. Zagoria (1962), Greaser (1966), Bobrow *(1965), McClelland,

et al., (1967), Sullivan (1964), Zaninovich (1964), and Smoker (1969) are some

examples.

Although limited in both scope and number of nations involved, their

contribution to the knowledge of China's foreign behavior is significant. For

example, McClelland's study (McClelland, et al., 1967) was limited geograph-

ically (Quemoy and TacheT; islands), in time (1950-1964), and in the number of

nations involved (Communist China, Nationalist China, U.S.A. and U.S.S.R.).

The type of behavior was also restricted to political-military action in regard

to limited confrontations. With these restrictions, h(wever, they determined

some basic patterns of Communist China's crises and non-crises behavior in

general with consistency and repetition of behavioral forms over tire (p. 3).

Thus, this finding could serve as a model for dealing with China's behavior

under similar conditions.

Sullivan's study (Sullivan, 1964) was similar to McClelland's. Starting

his research wiLh a general hypothesis that "certain types of societies will

tend to routinize their behavior after a crisis and a relationship of stability

will be restored," he tried to discover the interaction patterns of China

Vis-?ý-vis other nations and the changes in these patterns during and after

crises periods. Again, dith this kind of thooretical approach, Sullivan

contributes knowledge which can be applied to othe'r studies.

Zanin.ovich's study of the Sino-Soviet dispute was to analyze the inter-

action patterns of the two nations anplying the "mediated stimulus-respon~e
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model," a kind of behavioral model of the relationship between behavioral

stimulus and perceptual response. Again, this research, though it deals

with only one dyadic relation, could contribute to knowledge of China's inter-

action pattern (evei to the knowledge of any nation's pattern), because the

theory tested was general and applicable to any pair of nations.

Bobrow's studies were especially highly -ophisticated and innovative,

His basic theoretical stance on a nation's international behavior has been that

international behavior is the product of an interaction between action and

situation attributes. (This is inferred from his four articles: 1964, 1965,

1967, 1969b). From this basic notion he tried to establish a working model

that he would depict China's own behavior system in response to the situation

she encounters.

In "Chinese Communist Response to Alternative U.S. Active and Passive

Defcnse Postures" (1965), Bobrow, guided by a further assumption that "the

Chinese act on the basis of what they believe to be reality" (p. 2) tried to

build a psychological theory applicable to China's responsive pattern to chang-

ing American policy toward her. Thus, he contributed significantly to the

advancement of analytic studies of Chinese foreign policy, though he dealt

with only particular dyad, i.e., China' vs. U.S.A.

There have been very few theoretical works which explain the overall

pattern of Comunist China's foreign behavior. Among China's foreign behavior

literature, the single title which fell into this category was 3obrow's

"Ecology of International Games: Requirement for a Model of the International

System" (1969). What Bobrow attempted was to build a new theoretical model

of a nation's ovwrall behavior pattern, and to test the model with China data.

After examining all current tlieoretical appioaches, namely, the system, actor

and situation approaches, Bobrow argued that we aust incorporate the powerful

contributions of the three approaches. he further supgestcd the new models
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have to be ones of the interaction of actor games and encountered situations,

and finally formulated a theoretical model called "a game ecology-situation

module."

With this theory, he experimented with observed data to discover the

"ecology of international games in which Commimist China is engaged" (p. 14).

Methodologicilly, he factor analyzed China's action data to delineate the

"structure of China's action space" and then searched for the extent of associ-

ation between these activity factors and the universe of political actors. He,

however, did not theorize the association. He simply tried to discover empir-

ically regular patterns of association between the actor factors and the types

of ecology. In this sense, his study may be regarded as a precursor of

theoretical research for China's foreign behavior, but not as a real theoret-

ical study itself.

There were some studies based on some pretheories, however. By the

"pre-theory," I mean a "conceptual framework which includes one or more lawlike

generalizations, but without any specified relationship among variables." The

studies with "pre-theory" are different from non-theoretical studies, since

they are guided by an explicitly adopted "theory.'19 However, they differ from

the rigorous theoretical studies, since their 'theories" lack some essential

qualitics that a theory rýquircs.1 0

9When I illustrated some aon-theoretical studies, I mentioned that we
could find some underlying pre-theorics. But in their cases, a theory was not
explicitly adopted by the authors, nor were the theories applied consistently.
In the studies with pre-theories, however, theories were explicitly referred to
and consistently.

1OTo bo a theory, a conceptual framework should have at least one lawlike
generalizable statement constructed in terms of concepts which are measurable,
and empirically testable. See Rudner (1966), p. 10, A. Kaplan (1964), pp. 294-8,
and M!cClelland (1966), pp. 6-16.
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In this group of studies, I put Halperin and Perkins (1965), Scalapino

(1963), and an earlier work o' Bobrow (1964). Halperin and Perkins (1965), for

example, used a "theory' based on the concepts of "national interest" and

"ideology.' To infer Chinese national interest and ideology, they manipulated

a selected array of variables, "relevant political, ideological, economic,

technological, military and cultural factors, as well as predisposing historical

and traditiontl influences," '1 though the variables were not fully clarified in

the main text.

Bobrow's study on China's military foreign behavior (Bobrow, 1964) is

another good example. To set forth the "calculus or rationale which Peking

employs to select military strategy and tactics," Bobrow employed a well-known

traditional conceptual framework composed of such vague concepts as national

goal, domestic requirements, etc. Under the assumption that "Peking's leaders

adopt what thc;y believe to be the best available military policy to cope with

what they perceive to be challenges of foreign opponents, to attain their

foreign ambitions, and to satisfy domestic political and economic needs" (notice

that this assumption is itself a kind of theory, a mixture of a stimulus-response

type interaction theory and a theory based on rationalism), Bobrow tried to

analyze four components of China's military calculus: expectations regarding

the United States, foreign goal3, domestic requirements, and interpretations

of previous military experience.

From the brief review above, we may conclude that "social science has

yec to achieve the preconditions for take-off from which it can begin to
theoize bou Chia.'12

theorize about China." 1 To proceed, therefore, we must have more theory-

specific studies of China's foreign behavior. As discussed before, studies

l1 See Lindbec':'s foreword of the book.

12See footaote 3 of this chapter.
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without theories have only limited utility to describe the present and predict

the future nature of Chinese behavior and its determinant. Some "fundamental

restructuring and innovation in our tools of concept and method are required

to improve our descriptive and predictive capabilities.'" 1 3

Then, practically, what should be done? Bobrow suggested the following: 14

"Wise selection of national trait variables and careful collection of informa-

tion about China and other nations for those variables (should be carried out)

to increase our ability to 1) measure the extent and direction of differences

between national traits at different times; 2) establish empirically the extent

to which China tends to cluster near to (be similar to) or far from (be different

from) other nations; 3) assess the descriptiie utility of alternative conceptual

typologies and the limits of their applicability; 4) test hypotheses about the

statistical co-occurrence of particular traits of nations; 5) determine the

nature of the relationship between national traits (input variableG to national

dlite decisicns) and national policies (output variables from national elite

decisions); and 6) on the basis of analyses of this fifth type select hypotheses

about the reasons for policy choices."

With all these suggestions, I can completely agree. What I intend to do

in my proposed research is to follow these suggestions exactly; to theorize

China's foreign behavior and to select basic indicator variables with which we

can explain and predict such behavior. My grand design is to put a stepping

stone between the present stage of "preconditions for take-off" and the future

"take-off" stage in studies of China's foreign behavior.

1 3 Bobrow (1967), p. 306.

14 obrow, ::i~z. p. 309.
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3. RUWEL'S SOCIAL FIELD THEORY: MODEL TO BE APPLIED

Philcsophically, Rummel's social field theory ia based on the concept

of the world as a field. Rummel views social reality an "a field eodihstilng

of the attributes of social units and their interactions. Attributes are those

characteristics by which a social unit can be differentiated from all other

social units. The behavior that social units direct toward each other are

their interactions." (Rummel, 1968a, p. 26)

Theoretically, Rummel's social field theory is a rigorously structured

scientific theory. Based on seven, well formulated axioms, it postulates a law

which defines the form of interrelationship between the behavior of a social

unit and the relative attribute differences of that social unit from others.

The heart of the theory is the basic mathematical equation representing the model

of the relations defined by the above law. The analytic system employed in this

theory is linear algebra, and many constructs in the theory are expressed in

terms of linear algebraic concepts.

In the first section of this chapter (3.1.), I shall discuss the concept

of a "field," the core concept of the field theory, reviewing its various

applications in order to exemplify the philosophical background of the theory.

In section 3.2., the theoretical structure of Rummel's field theory will be

elaborated on. Then, in section 3.3. the basic equation of theory will b2

presented.

3.1 The Concept of A Field

The concept of a field is not new. The notion has existed since the time

I
of Euclid. 1 hat is new to us, however, is It. application in various fields of

modern science.

'For various application of field concept in history, see Wright (1955),
pp. 524-8.
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3.1.1. The Field Concept in Physics

Even though the notion of a field has been an age-old concept in physics,

it was only when Maxwell first introduced it by formulating the law of electro-

magnetism in the 19th century, that the concept began to play a great role in

various theories. 2

In Newton's mechanics, a system is completely described when the location

of the constituent mass points are known as functions of time. But in Maxwell's

field theory, "the field variables are defined for all valuee both of the time

coordinate and of the three space coordinates, and are thus functions of four

independent variables."'3 More important with Maxwell's field theory, however,

is the notion of field strength or intensity. That is, the force acting upon a

mass point is determined by the field in the immediate neighborhood of the mass

point, and conversely, the presence of the mass point may and usually does

modify the field. It, other words, a field of force whose ';attribute ... at any

point is measured by the force which the field exerts upon a unit mass placed

at that point,"'4 was conceived. It was the very idea of a relationship between

the attribute of the point and the force exerted at the point that was taken by

social scientists to explain social phenomena.

In general, a field is defined as "a region of space in which a given

effect (as gravity, magnetisr. ... ) exists and has a definite value at each

point.':3 Modeled after that, social scientists defined a field as "a complex

of coexistent forces (as biological, psychological and social or interpersonal)

which serve as causacive agents or at a frame of rtference in human experience

and behavior."

2Bergman (1942), p. 16.
3.3bergmazl, ;bi-., p. )7.

4Webster's Third 1,ew Internationel Dictionary, 196K. For matheritical
de.finition of "fl.l', sc; Yilmaz (1965), pp. 62-3.

65OC. cSt
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Another influence of physical field theory on the social sciences is

the concept of distances. "In Newtonian mechanics, the idea of position or

lucaticia seems to be tundamental. From it we derive distance ir extension as

a subsidiary notion. Position i looked upon as a physical fact--as an identi-

fiable point of space--whereas distance is looked upon as an abstraction or a

computational result calculated when the positions are known. The view in field

theory reverses this. Distance (extension, interval) is now fundamental; the

location of an object is a computational result summarizing the physical fact

that it is at certain intervals from thi other objects in the world .... In

brief, space is not a lot of points clos• together; it is a lot of distances

interlocked."7 This idea is directly reflected in Galtung (1964) and Rummel

(3965).

The third idea similar to physical field theory is the coordinate system

in social field theory. As we have seen above, field in physics is defined by

a time-space four dimensional coordinate system. Wright's field theory started

with the introduction of the coordinate systems. (See 3.1.3.)

3.1.2. Lewin's Field Theory

The most comprehensive among earlier attempts to utilize the concept of
8

field in social science studies was Lewin's (!964). To cope with a multitude

of factors influencing an event, he used the "construct,' field. he conceived

of all behavior as "a ciangc ot some state of a field in a given unit of time

(dx/dt).' In treating individual psychology, the field is the "life space"

which consists of the person and the psychological environment as it e~xists

for him.' In dealing with group psychology or sociology, a similar fcrmulation

7Eddington (1I57), pp. 9-10.

3jince this is a collection of ten diffurent works by Lewin, the exact
year cannot bo gwivn here. 1564 is the year of publication of the book which
includcs papers publi3hed between 1940 and 1947.

'Lcwin (1964), p. -l.
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wae proposed. Lewin viewed that the social happening occurs in, and is the

result of, "a totality of coexisting social entities, such as groups, subgroups,
, 10
members, barriers, channels of communication, etc." He also viewed that the

relative position of the entities (within the field) represents the structure of

the group and its ecological setting and that this relative position expresses

also the basic possibilities of locomotion within the field."I

To summarize, his "construct" of behavior is viewed as the function of

life space: B = f(P,E) - f(LSp), and explaining behavior (B) then is identical

with 1) finding a scientific representation of the life space (LSp) and 2)

determining the function (f) which links behavior to the life space.12 But

Lewin did not formulate the function. He only suggested the broad relationship

between a unit's behavior and it-q setting, but neither mathematized the structure

of his "theory," nor h: deduction Therefore, his construct remained short of

the theory we discussed in Chapter 1.13

.3.1.3. Wright's Field Concept

Wright (19 5) defined a field as "a system defined by time and space or

by anialytical coordinates,, and by the properties, relations, and movements of

the entities within it.'14 le believed that every situation can be conceived

as a ficld by Dstulating suitable coordinates. Then he argued that a "descip-

tion of the field provides a basis for explaining the past and in a measure

predicting the future of the entities (within the field)."'15 On the basis of

these postulates, he presented a verbally structured field theory applied to

international relations.

lOlbid., p. 200,

'lLewin (1964), Zoo. cit.
Ibi.. p. 240. d - behaviot, P - person, E a environm~ent, LSp - life

space and f "function of".
13For thcoretical coment on his theory, see Rumael (1968a), p. 23, note

10.
14tiright (1955), p. 2.

..................... -----.............................
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Wright suggested two different types of fields, geographic and analytic.

The former "locates the people and groups of the world and their cbfracteristics,

motivations, actions, institutions, aid conditions in actual time and space."'16

And the latter implies that "each international organization, national govern-

ment, association, individual, or other 'system of action,' or decision-maker

may be located in a multidimensional field which is defined by coordinates, each

of which measures a political, economic, psychological, sociological, ethical,

or other continuum influenciny choices, decisions, and actions important for

international relations.'117

Then observing movements of the entities across time within the field,

and analyzing relative distances among entities, he tried to link behavior to

its setting defined by the given situational dimensions.

Compared to Lewin's ficid theory, Wright's has some advantages; since

its coordinate system and vector notions give it potential for developing equa-

tions relating behavior to structural dimensions. But Wright himself did not

formulate any generalizabic lawlike statement concerning the relationships,

nor did he provide any tool. to define interrelationa among the dimensions of

the field. In brief, his ideas were not integrated into a rigorous theory.

3.1.4. Rummel's Field Concept

Ten years after Wright'. verbal formulation of the concept of a "field,"

Rummel systematized a "social field theory" using a linear algebraic moddl.

(Rummel, 1965)

The basic philosophy of Rummel's social field theory, as I have quoted

elsewhere, is that "behavior is the const aence of the total social situation,

and this situation forms a field consisting of social characteristics, or

attributes, which stand in defLnite relation to ea-h other." (Rummel, 1968a;

see also page 8 of this paper).

16Wright (1955), p. 540.
171bid., p. 543.
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One notable departure of Rummel's concept from Wright's and others' is

the structure of the field. Wright, fcr example, considered the Cartesian

coordinates system for the structure of the fields he conceived. Since Cartesian

space has orthogonally-fixed coordinates, and Wright assigned each of the

attribute dimensions to each of these ccordinate axes, we cannot

express the relationship among the attribute dimensions in this space. But,

Rumel's fiald is a vector space where the attribute distances and nation's

behavior are represented by vectors which can denote both the magnitude (in

terms of length of the vector), and interrelationships among various attribute

dimensions and behavior (in terms of the angles between rectors).

Rumel "analytically divides social reality into two vector spaces.

One space is that of attributes of social units, and the other is that of

behavior between social units. Within attribute space, each social unit is

located as a vector in terms of its attributes. Within the behavior space,

every pair of social units, called a dyad. is located as a vector in accordance

with the interaction of the two members." (Rummel, 1968a, p. 24)

S,.y • ...... =' • : . "
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A basic characteristic of Rtmmel's concept which sets it apart from

Wright's is the notion of distances. Wright also considered ?arious attribute

distances (geographical, psychological, technical) as actiulg as a force influ-

encing international relations (Wright, 1955, p. 297). In his field structure,

however, the individual nation's attribute vector (the location of a nation in

the field and the magnitude of the variance of the attribute variable) are

regarded as fundamental and the distances (differences) are looked upon as a

subsidiary notion or as a computational result cal'culated from rnown positions

18
of the nations.

But in Rumnel's field, the distance is regarded as ;unJam-ntal. A

justification for preference of distance to magnrtude wrq gS.en by Rummel,

drawing on an analogy with small group behavior: "Th-e t cal behavior of an

individual in a social group is highly related to Yis ner.onality characteris-

tics. Place an individual in different groups ana his bahavior will shift as

a function of his personality differences with members of the group. That is,

relative distances on personality dimensions between individuals influence

behavior more than the actual characteristics themselves. Likewise, for

nations it is social, economic, political, and geographic distances that

influence international behavior. :ifferences in techno.ogical levels, values,

power,, and perception of the international order relate to the 'moves' that

nations direct toward each other." (Rummel, 196&c, p. 214) In this sense,

Rummel's field concept is more similar to the original concept of a field in

physics rather than to other field concepts.

As we have seen, the basic philosophy of Rummel's field theory overlaps

partly with Lewin's and Wrigi~t's. Indeed, there is little new about Rummel's

1 8 For example, he considered, "the relations of friendliness or hostility
of two systems of action can be indicated by the direction of their vectors
toward or away from one another in the value field." (Wright, 1955, p. 545).
he did not directly utilize the distance vector as a force in determining
relations.
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social field theory in its components. What is new is that "it integrates an

orientation toward social reality and research with mathematics and some social

propositions in a different way. The theory represents a reorientation toward

social action, a different point of view." (Rummel, 1968a, p. 24) Being well

integrated into a rigorous scientific theory, once the truth of the lawlilte

statement of the theory is validated by empirical testing, then the whole

theory will serve as a useful general explanatory model about social behavior

applicable to international relations, i.e., as "a framework within which

deduction about social action and international relations may be made." (Rummel,

loc. cit.) This is the merit of Rummel's social field theory.

3.2 The Structure of Rummel's Social Field Theory: Seven Axioms

Rummel's social field theory (hereafter, it will be referred to simply

as field theory) is based on several assumptions.19 Field theory assumes 1)

that a nation's attributes and behavior coexist in a field and that the whole

field is relevant to understanding the specific behavior, that the past is pre-

sumed to operate through behavior and attributes currently coexisting in the

field, and 3) that absolute magnitudes of behavior and attributes are considered

irrelevant to behavior; what is relevant is the relative behavior between

nations and their attributes relative to each other (Rummel, 1969c).

These assumptions of field theory are mathematically structured in the

tollowing way.

1) The international field of attributes and behavior is divided into

two infinite vector spaces, one of behavior and the other of attributes.

2) In attribute space, nations are projected as vectors according to

19The field theory is a general theory applicable to all kinds of social
units. If we define social reality as international relations and social units
as nations, then it serves as an international relations theory, and "we can
represent international relations within the analytic structure of field theory
and then describe the linkage between a nation and its attributes by the theory,"
(Rummel, 1969b, p. 10)
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their standardized attributes scores, and in behavior space, nations ire coupled

into nation dyads by the behavior of )ne nation to another, and all possible

dyads are projected into this space as vectors.

3) The linkage between the two spaces is postulated as a linear dependence

of a dyad's position in behavior space on the distance vectors between the

nations in attribute space. These distance vectors are then conceived of as

social forces affecting international behavior.

Formally, field theory consists of seven axioms, describing social reality

and functionally relating the behavior of social units to their attributes. The

20
seven axioms are:

Axiom 1. Internaticnal relations is a field consisting of all the
attributes and their complex interrelationships.

Axiom 2. The international field can be analytically divided into
attributeA, and behavioral, B, spaces into which attri-
butes and interactions are projected, respectively, as
vectors.

Axiom 3. The attribute and behavioral spaces are generated by a
finite set of linearly independent dimensions.

Axiom 4. Nations are located as vectors in attribute space and
coupled into dyads in behavior space.

Axiom 5. The distance vectors in A space that connect nations are
social forces determining the location of dyads in B
space.

Axiom 6. The direction and velocity of movement over time of a
dyad in h space is along the resolution vector of thu
forces, d.

Axiom 7. B space is a subspace of A space.

Axiom 1 is a definitional stateuent. It says that the field consists of

all the attributes and interactions of nations and their complex interrelation-

ships. Here the attributes are not properties of the nations, but the quantities

2 0The matbenatical structure of the seven axioms of field theory is given
in Rummel, 1965, Appendix 1.
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that denfine relative positions of the elements in the field vid-a-via other

nations. Any descriptive concept which can differentiate the position of a

nation within the field from other nations can be an attribute variable. These

may be such distinctions as size, shape, income, education, race, values or

geographic locations. (Rummel, 1968a, p. 16) Therefore, they may be infinite

in number.

Interactions of nations are defined as behavior acts; any action oi one

nation toward a specific other nation. This action then couples the two nations

together. Two nations so coupled by the actions of one are called a dyad and

the action involved is dyadic behavior.

Attributes and behavior are all in one space and they are all inter-

related in a complex way. An attribute is not only related to other attributes

but also to behavior. The focus of field theory is to find specifically the

relations between attributes and behavior among other relations. Axiom 2 is

postulated to separate all these complex interrelations into these two groups.

The separation is purely for the purpose of the theory. The second part of the

axiom is designed to connect the reality of international relations with an

analytic system, linear algebra. No longer simply a tool for analysis, linear

algebra is an intrinsic part of the theory itself, and any deduction possible

within it is allowable in this theory.

As stated above, the spaces defined by Axioms 1 and 2 could be infinite

in their dimensions. To make the space finite, so that we can handle it, we

need Axom ) which implies that if i behavior is dependent on any set of

attributes, then it will be dependent on a basis (which is finite) of A space.

Axiom 4 defines the constructs of A and B spaces. By Axiom 2, the field

is separated into two analytic spaces, in which attributes and interactions are

represented as vectors. By the fourth axiom, we represent nations and nation

dyads as vectors. Since the same nations are plotted in the two spaces (in A

space, as a separate entity; in B space, as dyads), this provides us with an
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important bridge to connect the two spaces.

Axiom 5 is the core of field theory. It relates attribute space to

behavior space. The axiom is not an analytic, nor a definitional statement,

but an empirical one which is empirically disconfirmable. This axiom makes the

whole theory a testable one.

The relationship between A and B spaces defined by Axiom 5 is static.

To give a dynamic interpretation to this, we need Axiom 6 which stipulates,

1) that the position of any dyad in B space shifts according to the changes in

the forces of A space (this implies that the origin in B space is the stable

equilibrium of all the social forces), 2) that the changes occur along the

resolution vactor of the forces, d. This axiom is also non-analytic, whose

truth should be verified by an empirical test. This proposed study, however,

will deal only with the static relations postulated in Axiom 5.

Finally, Axiom 7, tells us that B space is completely contained in A

space and a basis of B space is a linear combination of a basis of A. This

axiom is not based on philosophical grounds but on a technical necessity. It

provides a favorable condition under which we can connect the two spaces

mathematically (see next section). On the other hand, it may reduce the

generalizability of the whole theory. If we can innovate the necessary mathe-

matical manipulations this axiom can be deleted.

3.3 The Model of Field Theory

21

A theory is one of many possible interpretations of a calculus. In

field theory, the calculus is the analytic system composed of the seven axioms

described above. When we interpret one or more lawlike statements of the

analytic system, within the context of the system, such that the interpreted

A i"Aodel for a theory consists of an alternative interpretation of the
same calculus of which the theory itself is an interpretation.'- (Rudner, 1966,
p. 24)
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relation can be tested empirically, we have a theory. By employing a diffezent

semantic rule, we can interpret the same calculus in different ways, and thus

establish another thcory. So far as wt- do not violate any part of the contents

of the axioms, all interpretations are isomorphic to each other. Therefore,

even though they are different models, they are still the eame theory.

The lawlike statement which is empirically disconfirmable, in field

theory, is the fifth axiom: the distance vectors in attribute space that connect

nations are social forces determining the location of dyads in behavior space.

Depending upon how we operationalize the attribute distances and how we relate

these distance vectors to the location of dyads in behavior space, we have

different models of field theory.

3.3.1. The Basic Equation

The fundamental linkage between behavior and attributes proposed by

Rummel, is

P
Witj,k p (1)

where wi*j,k is the k-th dimension of B space and i-.j is a particular dyad,

nation i as the actor and nation j as the object. The term d *Jk is one of

the elements of the distance vector between nations i and j on the 1-th dimen-

sion in A space and a is a weighting scalar parameter on that dimension.

1) The term di+Jk is one of the elemetits of the distance vect.or from

nation i to j on the £-th attribute dimension. If we define nation i's value

on the k-th coordinate as ai,, and nation J's value as aj, then,

d i*j, X aja - ait (2)

For example, China's G.iP in 1962 was 42 billion U.S. dcllars, while Japan's
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was 77 billion.22 In this case, the distance from China to Japan on the G!.?

dimension is calculated as

d - 77 - 42 - 35 (billion dollars) 2 3
dChina+Japan, GNP

In a similar fashion, we can calculate the distance from China to Japan on other

attribute dimensions; population distance - -464 million, steel production
24

distance - 17 million tons, end so on. Field theory axiomizes that each of

these distances are the components of the force vector that makes a nation

behave in a certain way.

2) Next, the term a. is the weighting parameter of each attribute dimen-

sion. Each attribute distance may have a different impact on the decision-

makers of different nations. For example, the Chinese may be very concerned

about their economic distance from other nations, while regarding the religious

distances (differences) as trivial. Each a. is the specific scalar weight for

each of the different attribute distances.

3) The symbol Z denotes that we need to sum all attribute distances

(differently weighted) in order to calculate the resultant force which is

exerted on the nation to determine her behavior.

4) Finally, the term vijik represents one of the elements of the vector

of nation i's behavior to j on the k-th behavioral dimension in B space. In

field theory, as we discussed above, the unit of nation behavior is defined as a

dyad, a pair of nations, one of which directs her behavior toward another (with

our notation i-J, the nation i is the actor, and J is thu receiver). For example,

th4 fact that China ýav• 50 million dollars of economic aid to North Korea (1955)

22-ckstein, 1966, p. 249, Table 7-1.
2 3 1n field theory, all data are assumed to be in standard score units.

Therefore, d actually measures differences in standard scores. The "raw dif-
ferences" are 6iven here purposedly to clarify the concept of distance. In
actual research, both ai,L and aj,, wilJ be standardized first, and then d will
be calculated.

24 Both figures are from the UN Statistical Yearbook, 1965.
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is expre.ssed as

WChlna4N.Korea, economic aid " 50 million dollars

Equation (1) given abovc is in scalar form. That means, we take one

general element from the left side and one from the right side, and express

the relationship between them, or in other words, the equation denotes only

one dyadic relationship. If we express equation (1) in matrix (vector) form,

i.e. for all m dyads, it becomes

Wk l = DMXp Ppxl (3)

where wk is the k-th dimensional behavior vector of B space which is com-

posed of the same behavior of all m dyads; D is the matrix of the distance
mxp

vectors, each column of-which represents an attribute distance vector for m
dyads; and Ppxl is a set of p weighting parameters each of which correspond

to an attribute vector.

The expanded forn of this matrix equation is,

kmk Dmxp Ppxi

Wi.l,k dil,> ... d 1+, ... di*J p a1

wi .2,k di÷2,1 .. 2

wi÷,J ,k di+J,,l I' di+J ,A Z. .c

wi-+m' k di•~ "di-Om, X ' di-na,p cp

S- (4
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dd d

id.,, d.+l,! di.,.lp

di+2,d
aI • • • • - ap

diM,l dig Idi•j,p

where DE Is the L-th column vector of D. If we define De as tke weighted

resolution vector of D vectors where each D vector is weighted by corres-

ponding aL weights, then,

6w P a Lk1 -D'- p at Dt
I l D 

(5)

Geometrically, the ba3ic equation of the field theory can be illustrated

as in Figure (1). flare, the location of China's position is taken as the

origin of the coordinates. (In general, any point in the attribute space may

be chocen as origin. The relative distances among all nation points are not

affected by choice of origin.) There are q dimensional vectors in W and each

of them are related to Dw in the form of equation (5). If we express all the

equations as a single equation, we would have

W W~q i Dmxp pxq (6)

where Wk Xl is one of the column vector (k-th vector) of

3.3.2. Field Theory Model I and Model II

There are two different models developed by Rummel according to the

different interpretations for the weighting parameters. In Model I, the

parameters are universal, i.e., the same across all the actors. This implies

that the unique cxpericnces and capacities of each nation and the structures
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FIGURE I

Geometric Expression of the Basic Equation
of Field Theory
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within them are irrelevant to her behavior. In other words, a nation'su res-

ponses to the various kindE of distances are the same as all other nations.

Furthermore, it implies that the behavior of nation i to j is the exact

opposite of the behavior of nation j to i. This obviouuly contradicts common
25

sense.

In Model II, the parameters are unique to each actor nation. This model

allows the impact of each of the attribute Jistinces on behavior to differ

according to each naLion. This is the point where each nation's Intelligence

can be geared in. Thus, for example, although China's attribute distances from

other nations are the same as India's, the Uipact of these distances on her

foreign policy will differ from India's, due to her unique perceptual frame-

work. For this reason, Model II is preferable to Model I. In Model II, the

equation that links behavior and attribute difference is,

p
wi)j,k - Z aiX di~j, (7)

Here, ai has replaced a. in the equation of Model I, equation (2).

In matrix form, the equation is

iD (P)

mxl mxp pxl

and for all q behavioral vectors together,

e D i (9)
Wmxq = DmxP pxq

where Pipx and Pipxq ar unique weighting parameters which represent t•ach

nation's idtosyncratic decision making system. For conveniencc the super-.

script i will be dropped, since this study will deal with only ore ictor,

251'Rcall that a distancL vector for nations i and j is a difference.
Thus, whtur. we r:v-.rse i and j we only ruv•,rse the ein on the distance vector.
Thun, the bohavior of i to j will only differ from J to i In the sign, and not
th_ absolute value." (Chmmnl, 19691., p. lS)
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China, P can denot• PChtna without any confusion. Hereafter, when I referpxq pxq

to field theory, it will be Model II, if not specified otherwise.

3.3.3. Multiple Regression Model and Canonical Regression Model

Now let us turn our attention to the behavior vector in B space which

is supposed to be related to the resolution vector of the individually weighted

attribute distance vectors of A space (DV).

Axiom 5 states that "the distance vectors in A space that connect nations

are social forces determining the location of dyads in B space." Mathematically

this axiom tells us only that distance vectors in A space are functionally

related to the behavioral vectors in B space, but does not specify how these

two kinds of vectors (or the two spaces) are related. How this is done, there-

fore, depends upon our intuitive interpretation'of the nexus under the guidance

of the overall philosophy of field theory. Among many possible interpretations,

I will discuss two; Rumel's original formulation and an alternative.

Rummel's original formulation was given above in equations (7) and (8).

This relates the resolution vector of attribute distances (Dw) to the k-th.

dimensional vector of B space (Wk). In this formulation, the same matrix DV

weighted with differert sets of weighting parameters, Pi, P2, ... P k ... pq is

linked to each of behavioral vectors in B space, respectively, namely, W1, W2

Wk, ... Uq. The model, however, has nothing to do with the interrelationship

among the behavioral vectors. The equation (9), W Dmxp Ppxq, is therefore,
mxq D1~ pq

a mere aggregation of q separatz vector equations.

Theoretically, this formulation would tell us that a particular behavior

(e.g. negativc. cormunication) is explained by n certain subset of attributQ dis-

tances (e.q. G:!?, political distances, etc.), while anothcr behaivior (e.g. econ-

criic aid) is mavinly explained by nnoth,:r sot of diot.rncv (e.g. ntu.,b!r of cori-

munist party membcrship, sreel production, etc.) without specifying the

interrelations between these individual behaviors (e.g. negativc co=1uujica-



tion am ece€o:ic ai:). 26

In thIs wodel, the w-lghtin. para=eters P may be undetstcod as the

actor's uaiquz 'decrsion-fra.zwe!crk" which r-.!presitas the ccabinartion of both

the perceptual 4ra-evork and the system of behavicral choic-, since this i•s

the only set of parameters by which the actor's idicsyncracy .ay be expressed.27

Geometrtcally, the reltious oetween each of ak and IDt may be illustrated

as in Figure 2.

IAen we appiy this rodel tc an eMpirical stu.•y, we need to evaluate the

Fe matrix of equation± (S). SinctL thi-s model recuires an analysis of the rela-

tions anoniz a sir-gle critcrion zeesure (k-th b c•a.-oral vector) and two or Wre

pradlctor. zasures t- atrrihur-c cistance vectozrs), ve can evaluate the values of

P employing the last-.cuarzs e. trati-o tech•i•ue, a standard solurtion of a

vultiple regressice w,-A whicrc assures us of findiz.g the best unbiased estiza-

.k29
tion of W . H-reaftcr, I v-U.l call. this foriulzti-m the X=tiple Regression

.Model of Field Theory. (GM).

Technically, te :iuS =Odci.O,) creates a problem. I- this study,

Ia- seeking; firs:, to darer2•-i- a st:t of art:r.bute indi--cators that best

accoutr for Cr.na's foreign behavior, en,_" stceý., to "assess the eaipir-rcal

fit oi B spZc• to r -spact.'' 9 Tha first goal can be achieved with the HM•,

siace :he -etinate of ;" by P u.:ich is z-aluated through t&. least-squares

technique is the best unbiased estittrte of W.30

26If we use tCie orthcgo-ai basic dimersions rather than rcw bahavicral vec-

tors, this orti-cgonalit-. gives =:aning.ul interrelationship among these separate
equations, -. :., they are mutually independent. In this case, notice that the
relationships are gpecifie& by the intrineic characteristics of the basis, but
not by the model.

27Ints distinguishes this mcdel from the canonical model where pcrceutunj

and behavioral frnewýrks are separated and represented by different parameters.
5Se pp. 8-9 ane the next part of this ch-apter.

2Sror the conditio;,s and mathematical derivations for the solution of the
multiple regression nodel, see Johnston, 1963, pp. 108-115, and Cooly and Lohnes,
1962, pp. 31-35.

2 9 17hes- two goals are the sane as Summcl's. See Rumel, 1969b, p. 22.
3 0 1f the m dyads arc a randor. sample frc.a a aultlnormal universe.Ruwxcl,!o.. c,•-t.
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FTIGV.E 2

Geocetric tflustzation of vM(Multiple Regression Model) cf Field Theory
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In aszccsing the r-aximum fit between A and B spaces, houcver, there is

a problem with the 1-M. To judge the fit between the two spaces, we Measuxe

the priportion of variancc in B space accowted for by A space. If q variables

of W are mutually orthogonal, then tc4e 'trrce correlation squared' (r 2 ), which

is the =can variance of q behavioral rarial-es in W accounted for by corres-

ponding q estiziatk of the v:-riables (Wk), can reasure the fit, since i 2 has the

largest value ivý crthogonal W- uhen ir is estimated through th_ least squares

nethod.31 ihc equation for 72 is

_2- I q W-.
-I( (10O)

q k-l

or ia gen.ýral

where " t r" is the sig;= for siation of the diagnnai elements of the matrix.

TZbe probhm is that eupirlcally we cannot -uxpect ttat zhe variailas

of 'a are orthogonal, an, th-rcfore, thie mean correlation squared of all

k .waulciple regression corrlaticas b-=twecn W and D may not be the largest

possible trace corrtlatin squared between A and 3 space.

If --a a interested in assessing the =aximum fit between twc spaces

ard no: in reproducing tb.a bast estimated value of individual Jehavior

variaba'e, thEn wv car start ca inaiys!i with any of the orthogcnal basis

ef W insiteac of the r.- variables. For cxaiple, if ";. factor analyze the W

space .:ith the varz.•ax rot-tion Lriterion, we can find a basis of W, whose

dinra:sions are n.utu-'lly orthogonal and whose trace correlation with jw is

tihe maxinmu when we regress each of the behavioral babic dimensions onto

'W incividually. But in this case, there is another problem.

Rutmn!, 1969b, p. 22.
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The basis is not unique. Theoretically, there may be an infinite

number of bases of V, all of which have the same maximum trace correlations

with DV, because w• can rotate any basis of W by any linear transformation

without altering its inner structure (inter-dimensional relaticnship). For

different bases, however, the distribution and magnitude of correlations

between each component behavlcr vector and DV will vary from one basis to

another. Therefore, we need one more restriction on the model which will

determine the basie that would find the W wh-ich is best accounted for by

the distances.

To solve this probler-, I shall make a simple modification of the inter-

pretation of Axiom 5 ki Rumel's original model. Instead of relating the Wk

vector of B space to D w of A space, I shall relate UP, the weighted resolution
V

vector of q dimensions of W, to D . The scalar equation cf the new model, then,

is

p
Sik wi..j,k Z a it di-.j, (12)

whare $-I= is th. weighting parameter of the k-th behavl.cral dimension of W.

In matrix form, the equation is

W I -Qp W(13)

where Qqxl is the matrix of 6 perameters for all q dimensions.

Technically, wihat I have done is to form a composite variate (V) out of

p distance dimcnsions of D, weighting each p dimension by P, and another

composite variLte (Y) out of a dimensions of w, weighted by Q, ane, then,

relate these two composite variates. Geometrically, the relationship between

tht two variatus is illustrated in Figure 3.

Tn7oretically, twith this model, the parzimeters of P are thce actor's

unique perceptual frertework o"L attribute distances, which is formulated by her
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FIGURE 3

Geometric Illustration of CM

(Canonical Regression Model) of Field Theory
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historiccl background, value sy3teu, cultural heritage, etc., and tha

parameters of Q the unique behavioral frcmework or system of behavior'al

choice which gives diffe-cnt emphasis on each behavior when given forces

are applied.

To apply thi. riudel to ChInn's behavior, wia murt evaluate both 1' and Q

empirically, or solve q and P of the following equation

WQ - DP + U (14)

or

Y - V + U (15)

where 11 and iD are known, and U Is the random error uncorrelatet! with any of

the variablea in D.

A solution is possible if we put the following restrictiona on the

equaticcn
3 2

Y'h V - maxii-um correlation when h - g

Y9h Vg - 0, +.tcn h g g (16)

" -h 1 VO hh -h

"Yhe equation (14) with restriczionz (1") 11 the canonical rvgr.!ssion

model33 and "re can volve for the bcst I and V from W arc! !) temploying

canor-icz! i.:-clysis. Then :V(-DP) will eive thc parameters of V bet in the

eense oi ai.-rizing U, and Y(-I-k) t.li g': th. behavior dimtrnsiona of E having

the best currclitions v-ith attributm diff-.r.-t.ces .)."34

The ,aiunical analysis Livec u• q different cnnanical eC.UIL±ons, 3 5 each

32 St:a u•.el, 1569b, p. 24.

33For tnh mdod~l of ccnonical rcgrossIon and its mathematical d.;rivation-,
cee l1ot.lling, 1935, Hcopar, 195., Cooley and Lohnau, 1962, Andurson, 1958, and
Glahn, 1969.

3-'-:u ý, op. cit., p. 24.
351•h._ num.ber of pairs of canonical varintes which come out from (COrit')
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of which maximizes the correlation between the paired canonical variates

(Yh and V ) under the restriction that each pair of canonical variates is

orthogonal to all other pairs. In other words, the first canonical equation

gives the highest possible correlation between the first composite score

(variate) of distances (V,) and th. first composite variate of behavior.

(Y. The second equation gives the next composite variate of distances

(VJ) and behavior (Y ) which maximizes the correlations of the remainder of
4 2

the total variances (the unexplained portion of the variances which is

independent of those explained by the first canonical equations) after the

first equation had explained as much as possible, and so on for the third to

qth equations.

Then how can we fit this model to our reality? i will interpret the

model in the following: The whole decision space of the decision makers,

which includes both the inputs (targets of perception; here these are attri-

bute distances between the decision maker's nation and other nations) and

outputs (decision result; behavior), may be decomposed into many subspaces

or substructures of decision process. For example, for military aid to other

nations Chinese decision makers would consider mainly economic distances and

political systems rathet than literacy rates, language difference, and

catholic population. In determining behavior concerning student exchange,

however, language difference , and technical distances may emerge as major

considerations. Here we may say that the first pattern of relations is a

political !ubset of the behavior structurc while the latter constitutes a

cultufal subset.

Eacha Eubstructurc of the bchavior pattern is reptesented by each of the

(continued)

canonical analysis is q or p, whichever is the smaller. Axiom 7 tells us that
q : p.
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canonical equations of the model. In this sense, equation (13) is one of tae

subsets of the whole model which contains q number of subsets.

I will call this new model the Canonical Regression Model (CRM) of
36

field theory.

As discussed above, the MMA has one decision framework and the CRM has

two--perceptual framework and behavioral system--and this means that the

decision framework in the MRM is decomposed into two separate systems in the

CR1i.

The CRM, however, has one theoret:tcal disadvantage compared to the MRM.

In evaluating Q and P, the solution undEr the standard restrictions of the

canonical analysis maximizes only the correlation between the composite canon-

ical variates of both W and D; each indi-iidual behavior variable is identifi-

able only as it contributes to the parti:ular variate. Also, the solution does

not assure us of finding the maximum correlation between individual behavior

and distances. Therefore, the CIRM is nol: an adequate model to be applied if

we are interested in reproducing the raw values of each of the behavioral

variables which has the maximum multiple correlations, with the set of

distances.

Since with this study, I wish both to find China's unique system of

perception of attribute distances and preference of behavior, and to predict

the actual value of behavioral variables, I will use both models. To delineate

China's unique foreign policy structure (behavior pattern), the CRM is better

36Technically speaking, the MRM is a special case of the CRM where all

8 coefficient& except for one, the k-th parameter 8k are zeros. In other wordis,
if we give another restriction, 8k = 0 if k # number of the equation, and -k
1 if k number of the equation, then equation (12) will degenerate into

p
'i+j,k= F a di-j,t , which is the multiple regression model. This is only

true when W and D are orthogonal matrices. If we use factor scores (obtained
from the orthogonal varimny rotation) instead of raw data, W and D are
orthogonal.
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than the M1M, while to calculate the best estimated real value of a specific

behavior in the future, the MRM is better. A detailed strategy for the

utilization of both models will be discussed In the next chapter.

4. RESEARCH DESIGN

4.1 Research Strategy

The goals of this study, as discussed in the introduction, are first,

to uncover China's unique behavioral patterns by applying Rummel's field

theory, and second, utilizing the knowledge of these patterns to assess our

capability to predict the values of the behavioral variables in the future.

What follows is the strategy for achieving these basic goals.

4.1.1. Delineation of China's Behavioral Structure

The CCG1 of field theory will be applied to delineate the structure of

China's unique pattern of behavior. The parameters of the C&M will be evaluated

with data for 1955, and then with 1963 data, the stability of the estimated

parameters will be checked.

1) The bases of A and B Spaces.

To meet the third condition of the CPM (equation 16), we need to first

find the orthogonal bases of A and B space. Both A and B space data (see

section, 4.3.4.) will be factor analyzed employing the principle component

technique, and rotatcd with the varimax criterion.39 The resultant ortho-
40

gonal factors of the iata matrices %re the bases of the two spaces. The basis

SPFor definition and solution of the principle component analysis tech-
nique, see Rummcl, 1970, pp. 338-345 (14.3.4.).

3 9See Runwnel, ibid., pp. 391-3ý,3.
4 0A basis is a set of vectorE which span the space. Therefore, any linear

transformation of a besis is also a basis of the space, since it also spans the
space. The dimensionality of a basis is unique, but the basis itself is not
unique. For further detailed discussion, See Rulmlel, ibid., pp. 66-71.
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of B space thus delineated will be W and that of A, D in the CR4 (equation

14).

2) Canonical Analysis.

Taking W to be dependent and D to be independent, canonical regression

analysis will be performed. This analysis will give us two kinds of matrices.

The first matrix is the regression coefficients, the a's and O's of the CRM.

These are the weighting parameters of each of the dimensional vectors which

maximizes the canonical correlation between each pair of canonical variates
41

(YI and VI, 12 and V2, ... and so on). With these regression coefficients,

we can formulate q number of relational equations

01W1+ 2W2 + ... + akWk + .+ 6Wq _ aIDI + a2D2 + ... + akDZ +aDP !,J)

where e is random error. Each of these equations would represent each subset

of China's behavior pattern discussed in Chapter 3. Let us call this the

canonical regression coefficient matrix (C ).

Another matrix we can obtain from canonical analysis is a canonical

loading matrix. The matrix contains correlations between the canonical variates
42

and the original behavioral variables. Therefore, each of the elements of

this matrix, when squared, will give the proportion of variance in Yh and V
g

accounted for by the corresponding dimensions. Utilizing this knowledge of

the contribution of individual dimensional variables in constituting canonical

variates, we can zee the pattern structure of China's behavior; which distances

are related to which behavior. If we define the loadings of W in Yh as bkh,

4 1 There will be q sets of canonical variates, where q is the dimensional-
ity of W.

420n the left hand side. the correlations are between wk and Y
on the right hand side, between Di and V where Wk the h h, and

g D, th e value of W in
h-th canonical equation, D ' the value of D in g-th canonical equation.
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and the loadings of D in V as a , then we can construct the following

(:structure equations).

bW + bh2 -...2 + Wk + + bqhWq
lh 2111+ kh '~qh

+ agD1 + a D2 + ... + a DZ + ... a (18)

ig 2g k~g Pg

where g h, and the arrow means "relatedness" between the two combinations.

Each of these equations will tell us which attribute distances are important

in explainine a specific combination of behaviors. Let us call this the canon-

ical structure matrix (C s). Both equations, (17) and (18), will serve to

uncover the patterns of China's foreign behavior.

3) Test of the Degree of Fit.

The following three statistics will be utilized to measure the degree of

fit between the model and data.

trace correlation squared (j2): The formula for calculating the trace

correlation squared was given as equations (10) and (11). The i2 will give

the proportion of overall variances in U accounted for by the model (W - DP).

To Eee the overall fit between A and B spaces, therefore, this statistic is an

adequate measurement.

standard crror of residuals: The canonical variate is a hypothetical

composite variable of all dimensional vectors cf distances and bebavior, which

are patterned by unique weighting parameters. By subtracting distance scores

from behavior scores, we can ascertain the degree of sinilarity between the

two patterns. The standard error of residuals-the remnant variance of

behavior scores after subtraction of the distance ocorcs--will serve as a

bench mark for the degree of similarity between distance and behavior patterns$

comunality estimate (H-SQ): In equation (13), if we square each of the

a nn P
loadings ano suni them tgether for oach side bk and a2 ) we will have

kal k i k
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another statistic called commtuality estimates.43 This statistic will tell us

the proportion of the variance in each variable contained in the pattern repres-

ented by the equation (17). If the .H-SQ of distance ia one pattern is low, that

means little relation between the component variables and the pattern. If

very high, it indicates that uost of th6 variables are identified with the

model. ihis statistic will, therefore, tell us the inner structures of A and

B space patterns.

4) Test of Stability of the Patterns.

if China's behavioral patterns change from time to time, they cannot

be used to preaict China's future behavior. At least for a certain time period,

let us say ten or twenty years, the patterns must remain sufficiently uachae.ged

if they are to be utilized for prediction. The stability44 of par-erns,

therefore, should be tested across time. In this proposed study, the stability,

exp,-essed i.. terms of P and Q coefficients of CRM., will be tested against the

1963 data.

First, with D and W of 1963, I will complete the analyses described

above for 1955. Second, I will repeat the same analyses with the P and Q

parameters calculated from 19Z5 analyses, and zompare the results of both

analyses in, terms of the trace correlation squared, an- the standard error

of residuals. This comparison will tell us the degree of stability of the

patterns.

The comparison, however, requires the same structure for the spaces

(both D and W) across the two time points, i.e., D in 1955 and D in 1963 must

have the same factors as does U1. If the factors are not identical at the two

43The comiunality estimates (h-SQ) of behavioral vectors will always be
1.00, since B space is small~r thdn A in dimensionality. Therefore, only the
li-SO of didtancLs is meaningful for interpretation. See Phillips ard `i4ll, 1968,
p. 12.

4 4 The term "stability" is used as a synonym of reliability, accuracy, and
predictability. For definition of the term, see Kerlinger, 1964, pp. 429-32.
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time points, we can no longer compare them. Only when I can assume the two

spaces have similar factors, I will try Zhe comparison.

4.1.2. Prediction cf Future Behavior

One of the goals of this study is to formulate equations to predict the

future behavior of China. This time, the problem is to estimate the values

of specific variables as accurately as possible. To achieve this goal, I 1111

apply the MHN as a basic tool.45

1) The Prediction Equation

he prediction equation for each behavior variable can be derived

directly from the model (MM'I), the equation (9),

Wmxq = DmxpPpxq + Unxq (9)

wshere Wxq is the factor scores of the standardized behavior variables ZBmxv

(q, numbur of basic factors in W:; v, number of variables).

if te define FBvxq as the factor loading matrix of W space, then
vx=qmxFB

mxv mxq qxv (19)

T,(place W in (19) with abovu awodol (9).

Z (0P + U)F

U DPFB' + UF (20)

Therefore, te can get the ustimated value of Z! (Z ) from equation (20)

iB =PFD' (21)

And sinct:

Z A DFA'

45The reason for preference oC 170 to C011 was given in 3.3.3. of this
paper.
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S.- -FA F

ZtFA(FA'FA)- ( D 22)

A Awhere Z is standardized data of distances (A), and F. is the factor loading

matrix Lf D space, equation (21) can be expressed as

Z zFA(FAt F)-PF B1 (23)

This equation will be the prediction equation for each behavior variable from

known set of distances.

2) Test of the Fit of the Nodel

The standard error of the discrepancies between observed value (Z ) and

the estimated value (Z. ) will be usei to measure the degree of fit between tne

model and the data.

3) Test of Stability of the Model Across Time

First, the P of equation (9) will be calculated using the 1955 D and W

matrices. Then with this P (P-1955) and ZA-1963, the ZB of 1963 will beB^B
predicted. This estimated value of Z -1963 will bc expressed as 7 -1963*.

rASecond, the value of Z -1)63 will also be estimated directly from ZA-1963 with

P-196j. This will be 2xprcssed as ZB-1963. Then Both zB-1963* and zB-1963
L.

will be checked against Z -1563. Comparing the standard error of residuals of

the first estimation (Z -1963* minus ZB-1963) with that of the second

"B ~B(Z -1963 minus Z -1963), we can tell the degree of stability of the model.

4.1.3. Causality Test

The models of field theory presuppose contewporaneity of the distances

and tlh behavior, i.e., the attribute distances at time t is believed to be
461

related to the behavior at time tI. 6But in this study, I am assuming that

a iation has hur urjeuc perceptual and behavioral framework and that the

decision maker acts after he perceives the distances. If so, then thete

46For example, see Rumm(el, 1969c, p. 1.



must be a time lag betweer the perception of distances and of behav. ral

choices, and the distances of tI should be related to the behavior of tI + At.

Thiv 'guess," will be tested as follows: First, W-1963 will be estimated

from D-1963 (see 4.1.1. (4))and from D-1955. Then, the two results will be

compaied. If the results of the second analysis are better we can say that

there e'xists a time lag 1-etween perception of distances and behavior. Though

It is a crude method 4 7 , it will give some suggestions for future study.

4.2 Variables and Data Generation

4.2.1. The Population

In 1955, there were ninety-nine independent nations in the international
48

system, and in 1963, there were one hundred and thirty-nine. For the study

planned, all smaller nations (population less than 500,000) and those which

did not exist as independent nations at ei-her time points (1955 and 1963)49

have been deleted, leaving eighty-two nations for which data will be collected.

These nations are listed in Table 1.

4.2.2. The Variables

The data stored in the Dimensionalizy of U'ations (DON) Project Data

Bank will be primarily utilized. Variables in the Dimensionality of Nations

4 7 We do not know the size of At, the actual time lag. This shiould be
discovered mrapirically. For example, the same analyses with different At (At

1 year, 2 years, ... 10 years) will delineate the At that gives the best fit
between D and W. In this study, I will test thE: model with 1963 and 1955 data,
i.e. At will be eight years, since thcs.c data will be collected only for these
two time points. But later, I will retest the model with various At's(my rough
guess is that the At is around 1 year).

48See Information Pleasp Almanac: 1965, pp. 615-6,

4 9 For tic comprehensive l:Lbt of national political units, see Russett-
Singer-iiall, 1969. Five hundred thousand popu]'ition criterion for deolting
smaller natiOtLs is arbitrary. For furthacr discussion, see the comments of both
Michael Haas and George Modelski, ct- al., on Russett-Singcr-Smali list, in the
American Folitical Science Review, vol. 62, iLo. 3, pp. 952-5.
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Table 1.

List of N•ations (N=v 82)

I.D. ,,ame of 1 1 ation Code I.D. Narie of Nation code
I. A f hsnis tan AI. Israel 

TSR2. Albania ALB 12. Italy ITA3a Argentina AR•G h3. Japan JAP4. AusLralia AML L2. JoT"dan JOR5. Austria AdS LB. Korea (JK) KON6. Belgi=ur BEL L6. Korea (ROK) KOS7. Bolivia BOL h7. Laos LAO8. Brazil BRA 0. Lebanon LEB9. Bulgaria BUL 4ý. Liberia 
LBR

11. BaBR50. Libyaii CabdiC 51. ,eBYe .e x ", c o .! ,;12. Canada 
:AN 52. NePa13. Ceylon 

XEI 52. ,e NP14Y 53. Nvherlands 
NTH

14. Chile Cra 5-. New Zealand NEW15 T :~ PR,�) CN )5. Nicaragua 
NIC16. China(ROC) CHC 56. Norway NOR17. -olo:nbia COL 57. !uter 'ongolia OUT

18. Costa Rica dOS 58. Pakistan 
PAK19. Cuba CUB 59 • r>anama 
PAN20. Czechoslovakia CZE 60. Parapguay PA.21. Denjark DEN 61. Peru 
PER22. Dornini rn RPpublic C M 62. Philipoines 
:]I23. Ecuador 

E2U 63. ol -CJ2h. F"-- UAR) t UA O H.I . - R) Eý3P 6)4. Pcrtugal POL
25. Ri Salvador ELS 6). rtaR26. Ethiopia ETL 66. Paurnania27 Finland Arabia SAU
27. 

I N 67. Spain 
SPN28. France 

N63. 
Sweden 5D29. Germany(DDR) (1M4 69, Switzerland 

s34Z30. Ge rmny (."r ] ) 70. 3yria 
SYR31. Greece GRC 71. Phailand TAI32. !uatema a GUA 72. Turkey 
TUR

33. iiaiti HAI 13. Union of South Africa UNS3)4. Honduras HON 74. USSF 
USR35. Hunrary HUN 75.# United Kingdom UNK36, India IND 76. USA USA37. Indonesia INS 77. Urg-iay URA38. Iran IRN 78. Venezp:ela • ,39. Iraq TRO 79. Viet (north)hO. Ireland IRE SO. Victnam,(south) V'i'S

al. Yep n Yen
82. Yugoslavia 

YUG
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Project studies (See Rummel, 1964, 1966, 196hb, and l£69a) were adopted as

:he basic list cf variables. Then variables in other similar studies (Russett,

1967; Berry, 1960; anL Catell and Gorsuch, 1965) were cross-checked against

the DON variables. Since the DOL studies were global and not particularly

aimed at China study, several supplementary variables were added in consider-

ation of the uniqueness of China's ecoiogy (see Bobrow, 1969b).

1) Attribute Variables

First, I chose seven variabies which loaded highest on each of seven
50

basic dimensions delineated in Rummel's work (Rummel, 1969a). They are:

variables dimensions

energy consumption/pop economic development
population size = power
bloc membership politics
killed in foreign violence foreign conflict
killed in domestic violence domestic conflict
Roman catholics/population catholic culture
population/area density

Since the seven dimensions delineated by Rummel fit quite well with similar

51
studies, it seems safe to use thuse variables to represent the overall scope

of 'he general attribute space. Bat because Runmel's politics dimension had a

relatively low correlation with Russett's (--.54), I selected a variable to

cover this gap

comnunist party membership/population.

5 0 The reason for selection of the variables which have highest loadings
on the basic diaensions ir that I want to cover the broadest possible varia-
tions in China's attributes with the smallest number of variables. Taking the
highest loaded variables from each of the independent basic vectors virtually
guarant~us tint th,. chtosen sewvn variabL~s woulcd covr -:ost of the variability
in A space which was originally contained in nearly one hunired different
variables.

For uxampIc, iiitr'-cln:.; correla:tions wi.th ,uss("tt (1967) wais .93, and
with Berry (1960)) .96( '1 chniqu, for cc0r.pnri'-;oi employed w:i; Ahmav;.ara's
trmnsfonlaction ,.nalvsis. Sco Eummcl, 1969a, p. 134, and Ahmavaara's and Iiarik-
kancn, i958, pp. 80-3.
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Then, from a bread scanning of traditional studies about China's behavio- 5 2

53
and from my own rerearch experience, 5T included the following seven variables.

Chinese population/population in object nations
geographical distance from China
defense expenditure
numbcr of combat airplanes
amount of U.S. aid
amount of U.S.S.R. aid
attitude toward China issue in U.N.

The list of variables finally selected are shcwn in table 2.

2) Behavioral Variables

As a basis for selection of the behavicral variables, I again examined

ten variables which loaded highest on each of the ten basic dimensions deline-

54
ated by Rummel (Rummel, 1969a). They are

variables dimensions

tourist A-D salience
emigrants A+B/A's population emigration and communication
weigbted UN voting distance UN voting
student A#B/A's students to a4l foreign student
exDort A-B/A's GNP export
IGO A+B/A's IGO membership international organizatioxl
military violence factor score

A+B official conflict behavior
embassy or legation A-+B/A's total diplomatic representation
UN voting distance on self

deteŽrmination pattern A&B self determination voting
anti-foreign behavior factor

score A+B anti-foreign behavior

Unlike the A space variables, this time I changed a number of entries.

Although good for global studies, som-% are not adequate to measure Communist

521 was influenced especially by Hinton, 1966.
53For example, The Ch'ing Tributary System and The Foreign Policy of The

Peolejs Republic of China: A Quantitative Study, University of Hawaii, 1959,
unpublished paper.

54 The ten dimensions aru a result of a composice of four accumulated
studies done by Rummel. Sue Rummil, 1969 a, pp. 140-1.
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Table 2.

Attribute variables *

var.# code variable name operational defCinition

1 POPUL population actual number

2 IMIT density population/area in km2

3 ENERG energy consumption/pop energy consumption will be
measured in metric tons of
coal equivalent

4 CATHO .oroman catholics/pop in percent

5 CHINP Chinese/nopulation in percent. Chinese are
defined as those who retain
Chinese names.

6 BLOCM bloc membership rating: O-Comiunist bloc,
lnoutral bloc, 2-western bloc.
Copulunist and western bloc
membership is determined by
military treaties or alliances
with USSR or USA.

7 CO4PA Cormunist party in percent.
membarship/pop

8. FKILL killed in foreign The total number of deaths
violence resulting directly from any

violent interchange between
countries

9 DKILL killed in domestic any death resulting directly
violence from violence of an intergrouo

nature
10 DEVEX defense expenditure in US $. includes total current

and capital outlays

11 PLANE nlLmber of combat in actual number
ai rplanes

12 USAID aid Crom U.S.A. in US $.

13 URAID aid from U.S.S.R. in US $.

114 DISTC geographical distance distance between canitals n14s
distance between nearest
borders. A'ea.mured in Cm on
16 inch globe.

15 UNATr attitude on China rating" O-against, l-abitention
repnresentatiion issue in 2-nbsent, 3- favorable
nearest UN ,ven. Aisomnbly

*For detailed definitions, see Rummnel, 1964.
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China's behavior. For example, there had been almost no tourists and emigrants

from and to China during the period selected for this study. I deleted tourist,

emigrant and student variables for this reason. I also eliminated all vari-

ables relating to U.N. votings, since China has not been a U.N. member nation.

Similar variables were inserted for three of the original variables.

That is, I dropped denominators from the three variables--embassy, export and

IGO. Since I will be dealing with only one actor, division by the total

figures is meaningless.

Then I added the following eight variables: import/GNP of nation;

official comment, negative communication, positive communication, economic

aid, treaties, official visits and conferences. Selected variables with

operational dnfinitions are given in table 3.

4.2.3. Missing Data Estimation

In general, there are four approaches to solving the problem of missing

data in cross-national data: 1) the order of the data matrix can be reduced

until only the complete data remains, 2) missing data may be treated as blanks

in the analysis, 3) some of the missing data may be estimated judgementally,

or 4) all the data may be estimated by ratings, mean values, measurement scale

reduction, factor analysis, or regression analysis. (See Wall and Rummel,

1969, p. I).

In this study, method (4) will be applied. I will estimate the missing

data using the MISDAT program developed by Wall and Rummel.55 With this method,

the available data on each variable will be regressed on the available data on

the other variables to determine regression estimates for the missing data.

Then, with estimated data included, the computation will be repeated again and

again until the estimates converge to stable values for the missing data. This

55See Wall and Rummel, 1969, pp. 1-2, This is a kind of ragression
estimate method.
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Table 3.

Behavioral Variables

var. # Code Variable Name Onerational definition

1 EXPOR exnort from China to B in US $.
/ B's GNP

2 11HOOR imoort by China from B in US $.
/ B's GNP

3 IBLG embassy of legation rating: 0- no exchange,
lone side (either Chinese
embassy or l]egation in object
nation, or emabassy or l,,•ation
of the nation in Peking),
2-both side

4 IGO:4B International ,ov'tal number of co-participated
Organizations or which 100
China and object nation
are members

5 REAT treaties signed number of treaties co-signed

6 ECAID economic aid in US $.

7 MIIOL military violence factor scores on ,ilitary
violence dimension

COM.T official comment frequency of editorials that
contains comment on object
nation in Jon-min jih-pao,
during the year.

9 NEGCM negative communication frequency of articles in
Jen-min Jih-.ao during the year
that.denounce,accuse or threat
the object nation.

10 nOS24 positive communication frequency of articles in
Jen-min Jih-nao during the fear
that pr:aise or supnort cause
of object nations

11 VISIT official visit in frequency.

12 CONE coparticipatlon in number of conrerence
conference

13 ANrIB unofficial anti-foreih factor scores on anti-foreign
behavior behavior dimension
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process will bc applied to all variables with missing data.

4.2.4. Data Preparation

To apply field theory to this study, we need to prepare the data in the

forms of dyadic behavior and attribute distances. And, for the CR14, the

orthogonal bases of the spaces should be delineated.

1) Raw Data Hatrices

After all the data are collected and the missing ones are estimated, the

data will be transformed into the desired forms. Since the behavior data are

already in the desired form (dyadic behavior form), we need to transform only

the attribute data into "distances." In this study, I interpret "distance"

as simple "differences.' Therefore, on each variable, if China's score is

56There have been several different interpretations of field theory con-
cerning the "Iind"of distances to be employed. For example, some have used
Euclidean distances, where distance between nation i to j on I attribute is
calculated as

d ,(b - 22

where di.j,z is the distance on L variable, a1 and bt are scores of i and j on
variable L. Note that here we lost the "direction" of difference, since there
are two square roots for one value (+ and -) and we do not know which to take.
If there are more than two variables (e.g. L, k) then the distance between i and
j will be

d i~j 0 :LJb - ui)2 + (bk - ak)2...

but in the original model of field theory, Rummel specified how to aggregate
individual distances into one, stating that the aggregation should produce
"the resolution" vector. Therefore, we cannot calculate the distcnces in this
way.

Gleditsch (1M69, pp. 12-3) once discussed four "permissable" -rIterpreta-
tions of the d.intancns. The four are 1) signed difference3 on attribute dimen-
sions, 2) squared differences on attribute dimensions, 3) asms on attribute
dimensions, and 4) squared sums on attribute dimensions. Among these, however,
No. 3 and No. 4 are obviously not 'distances" and should be excluded. The
"suarcd differences" (N~o. 2) is also not desirable for the following two
reasons: rirst, "squared distances" do not fit the oripinal moarini; of "dis-
tance," since It cr.nnot discrininate the position of i from. the position of j
in the field. The "distance" is a quantity that defines the position of point
i relativc to other points in the field. It is the rolativc position which Is
defined by both direction and magnitude, not only the magnitude of thc distances,
that works as force. Second, there in no reason for subotituting "squared dif-
ferences" for "signed differences." The original aroumunt for this substitution

(continued)
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subtracted from the score of object nation J, we shall have the attribute

distance. In vectol algebraic terms, this means that the whole space is moved

to a new coordinate system, the origin of which is identical to the location

of China's position. The data matrices in their final form, then, will look

like the following (Figure 4).

FIGURE 4

The Form of Raw Data Matrices

A matrix B matrix

C11N 4 U , u 2  ... U I . ....... u1 5  V C11N -'4 v 2 ` vk ............ v13 --

CIIN+2 CHN.2

CHN÷j CI1N-j
2/ N1!C -2/

CHN-+8 12/ ___ _______ Cji+1 2' _________

note: ug is ,-th attribute variable, and vk is k-th behavioral variable.

2/The number of cases in these matrices is 81 each. The total number
of nations in this study is 82. But since China's behavior toward
herself and China's attribute distances from herself (cll zero) are
meaningless, the rows for China are removed from both matrices.

2) The Bases of Attribute and Behavior Spaces

For the application of the C(i4, we need to find an orthogonal basis of

each of the two spaces. As I suggested earlier (3.3.3.) I will factor analyze

both spaces using the principle component technique with varimax rotation.

correlation matrix: rirst A matrix (sincc all processes of factor analy-

sis for B is exactly tlne same as for A, I will discuss only A) will be standard-

ized (Z A). Then the correlation matrix will be

(continued)
5 6

was basically grounded on the fact that with signed differences tlhe behavior
i-+j should he the exact reverse of J-Ai which is unrealistic in the empirical
world. But if we take Model II rather than NIodol I, this argument becomes
pointl~ss, since different weighting parameters for each nation actor -ill
"fadjust" this absurdity. J.s a conclusion, there is no alternative int.rpre-
ation of the distances "permissible" within the context of field theory. I
will reair: the original interpretation.
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A I t..' A
F. =-Z Z (20)

where n is nuiber of cacs es 31).

factori-a: Thiis RA matrix will be factor analyzed, cad we can get the

fbctor loading mtri. (1) and the factor score matrix (D) frcm the following

equations.

F-4= EX,3 (21)

where FA is the factor loading matrix of A, E is a matrix of the eigeLvectors

of the space and I is a diagonal matrix cf corresponding eigenvalues, and

S-Z ApA'FArl (22)

whtre D is the factor score matrt.: and ZA is the standardized ma•ri.- of A. 5 7

The basis D defines "a mlnina orthogonal coordinate rystem for A srace," 5 8

39
and will serve as th &-. in our rodeL•.

5 7 For derivations, ser Rummel, 1969b, pp. 13-4. See also Rummel, 1970,
p. 436.

56hpi-ne3, , 69•, p. 14.

5 9 The factor score matrix such derived from B will be W.
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